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The headlines on some hip-hop and rap sites read ‘Fatal Signs To Murder INC.’, and again if
you check with the rap artists people you can find out that this is not true.

  

Some of these hip-hop and rap sites hear or see something and run with it without checking it
out first.

  

We got a hold of Fatals people for an answer to this, as it was a little hard to believe given the
current problems of Irv and Chris Gotti.

  

According to Fatal’s people when asked if he is or is signing to Murder Inc. ThugLifeArmy.com
was told “Nah there is no truth to that. In the past Chris Gotti has told Fatal ''He is working on a
budget for him'', now that was before this whole scandal they are in, so I highly doubt due to
their legal issues they still have budget room for Hussein. If for any reason this changes and
Fatal inks a deal with Murder Inc. ThugLIfeArmy.com will be notified. Ja and Fatal have
collaborated together with a few unreleased joints in the past couple months that's it.
Fatal is currently shopping deals with several companies, one which will be the home label of
his forthcoming album, after his new exclusive mixtape drops. Hopefully a deal will be finalized
and a long awaited Fatal album will be scheduled for ''06.”

  

Rap artist Fatal Hussein, famous for his membership in the late rap icon Tupac Shakur’s group
‘The Outlawz’ is preparing a new mixtape that is going to be dropping real soon. More on the
mixtape and other events that Fatal has coming will be made available soon, so check back for
more details.

  

Many in hip-hop culture have been waiting to see Fatal make a move and it appears he is on
the grind and he is coming strong; so be on the look out.
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